
2 Bed Apartment For Sale
Aguilas, Murcia, Spain

€119,000
Ref: 670282

* On Market * 2 Beds * 2 Baths

Residencial Collado Bajo is located in Águilas, a privileged setting on the Costa Cálida just 50 minutes from the new Murcia or Almería 
airport and 1h30 from Alicante Airport. The area is connected by highway with Cartagena, Alicante and the rest of the b

Property Type: Apartment Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Reference: 670282

Build/Unit: 80 sq m Swimming Pool: Yes
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Property Description

Residencial Collado Bajo is located in Águilas, a privileged setting on the Costa Cálida just 50 minutes from the new 
Murcia or Almería airport and 1h30 from Alicante Airport. The area is connected by highway with Cartagena, 
Alicante and the rest of the beaches of Murcia and Almería. It also has a railway connection.
The residential is made up of 114 homes with 2 community pools, of which (MEDALMAR)-AMAL sells only 10 
units. Each apartment has a living room, 2 bedrooms, fitted kitchen, 2 bathrooms and a large terrace. They have 
one parking space per house.
The views of the sea from its large terraces and from the community pool are one of its undoubted attractions.
Residencial Collado Bajo is located at the top of a residential area that allows you to enjoy a pleasant and quiet 
environment, with views of the sea and mountains and, at the same time, be well connected to the beach and the 
rest of the services necessary for our day to day. , such as supermarkets, bars and restaurants, health center, 
pharmacies, gyms, squares and parks, diving areas, etc.
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